State Awards Program
Enlarged for Upper Class

The Illinois State Scholarship Commission Upperclass Awards Program has several 3750 scholarships available to applicants. Applications should be made by October 1. The eligibility requirements vary. Any student who is eligible to apply for State Scholarship assistance in the regular program is not eligible for consideration in the new Upperclass Award Program. Students recommended for the 1964-65 Upperclass Award must have graduated from high school between the period of May, 1960 and September, 1964. C. Each applicant must be a citizen of the United States at the time application is made. 2. Be a resident of the state in which the applicant resides. 3. Be a resident of the state. 4. Be of the minority group. 5. Be a member of the United States at the time application is made. 6. Be a citizen of the state in which the applicant resides. 7. Be of the minority group. 8. At the time of recommendation, the student must be a senior in good standing at the school. 9. At the time of recommendation, the student must be a senior in good standing at the school. 10. Applications prior to the deadline of October 1, 1965. A. A successful 1965 summer session in which the student must have earned an upperclass requirement.

Applications forms are available in the Office of the Director of Student Services.

Applications Due Now for Computer Dance

IT'S first computer dance will be held on Sunday, Nov. 13 in the Hub. Applications for the dance may be obtained from the computer science office. The dance is sponsored by the computer science office and will be held on the second floor of the Hall of Civil service.

Selective Service System Explained
To Undergraduates During Orientation

At the September 13 Orientation Week, Lt. Col. James Volpe, chief, Management Division of the Illinois Health Headquarters of the Selective Service System, presented incoming undergraduate students with current selective service information. Students who are required to register must be prepared to report to their local draft board for an orientation session. The orientation session will be held in the morning of the first day of classes.

The Don Cossack Dancers
Open The Concert Series

The Don Cossack Dancers will present their world famous program of Russian folk music and dance tomorrow night in the Hub. The Cossacks have been contracted by the University Board Concert Committee as the first in the eleven concert series being presented this year. The program will feature the Don Cossack Dancers, which is the popular dance of the Don Cossack. The Don Cossacks are an American group. They were organized in Prague by Russian Russians who fought Communism in Russia.

Comp. Center Improved by Many Changes

During the past year, and especially during the past several months, there has been a number of changes and improvements made in the ITT Computer Center. Most significant is a change in computer configuration. The computer system in the Computer Center has been changed from an IBM 7050-1401 channel A CPU with eight magnetic tape drives, to an IBM 7050-1401 channel A and channel B system with four magnetic tape drives.

Jim Norgaard Elected as Chairman of Publications Board

The annual election of the Publications Board was held in the morning of the first meeting of the board earlier this year. The new chairman of the Publications Board is Jim Norgaard. Norgaard is an independent on campus who heads the position of Publications Board secretary at the University of Illinois. He was appointed to fill the position of secretary by Mike Frasier.

The Frosh Board Minus One

Mike McNamara 
Lee Glassman 
Tom Konicek

Mike Fritz 

Not pictured were Bill Egglest. Officers of the board have not been chosen.
Interfraternity Council Fails Purpose; Petty Politics Hinder Accomplishment

Once there was a song and then there was another song. Right. But the song was never sung. If anyone is confused by the above statements, your confusion is slight compared to that of the houses who were going to participate in last semester’s song (the one that wasn’t sung).

The organization known affectionately as the Interfraternity Council is responsible for the problems concerning last semester’s song. To review a little, the song was scheduled for a particular date but for some mysterious reason the song was rescheduled. Some of the houses objected and possibly with good reason, but the point remains that the song was never sung.

A similar thing happened with Greek Week as a date was decided upon with too much time and too little interest for a successful week of fun and games for all. IFC finally realized the fact and cancelled this event also. The IIW sportsman was appointed well after the semester was underway and when the three full sports (tennis, golf, and football) should have already organized.

The problems with the song, Greek Week, and sportsman make for nice conversation at fraternity house house sessions but they deserve much more serious consideration. These things are reasons to engage the interest of the real disease and we use them not to make fun of IFC but rather to show that a serious problem exists. It is not sufficient to make people aware of the problem but to get at the reasons why one exists.

IFC was originally intended to unify the individual houses into a workable group capable of achieving common goals. Somewhere along the line this basic premise has fallen away. There is not just one aspect to the problem for that would make the task simple. Instead there are several influences that come into play.

The largest single contribution to the present condition of IFC is the petty politics that the houses are engaged in. Instead of working for the fraternity system as a whole the houses have become divided into vested interest groups out for their own personal gain. Special interest groups are an integral part of any bureaucracy and serve an important function. Their failures lie in the means used by these groups. Each fraternity obtains its selfish goals by stepping on the rights of other houses or by shrewdness and dealings. An example of these types of dealings is the selection of various committee chairmen. Too often, an individual is coerced into assuming a position only for the good he can do on his own house.

IFC has overlooked violations of some of their own rules (rush rules for example) only to become righteous in the punishment of a house when righteousness is convenient. It is unfortunate that IFC does not represent the ideals that fraternity professes.

As the fraternities become stronger and self sufficient IFC activities have assumed a secondary role. We can see the decline of interest in the enthusiasm shown for the song and participation.

It was a strong IFC that brought the houses to their present stable state but as the houses progress the influence of IFC declines.

The time has finally arrived when IFC must reevaluate its position on campus with respect to the changing face of the fraternity and the Institute. Only then can IFC hope to emerge from its present quandary. Otherwise, IFC will continue in its present form as an Interfraternity Council.

Forced Student Interest Is The Object of Closed Dates

The IIT Administration has long granted the student a great deal of freedom within the rules of the Student Handbook. The policy of the Administration is that students are young adults and can assume the responsibilities of their actions.

It is within this framework that the IITSA Board of Control is granted much freedom in the handling of its affairs. However, the Board of Control views the students and student activities with skepticism. And this becomes the basis of Closed Dates and Closed Weekends.

The rules of Closed Dates are that no student organization is permitted to hold functions during the time period of the sanctioned event, such as, the Concert Series. This seems to say that the Board of Control has decided what is best for the student and that any other event could not possibly be of interest or consideration by a member of the student body.

SeeIT

First: to start,

Well, now that we've made our declaration of Interfraternity and Brotherhood...
Scientists and Engineers Gather at IITRI Will Study Effects of Solar Eclipse

The first scientific meeting on the research of the total solar eclipse ionosphere experiments sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency will be held here Oct. 11 and 12. Some 100 scientists and engineers are expected at the 1965 Solar Eclipse Workshop, to be held in the IIT Research Institute auditorium, 35th and State Streets. The May 30 eclipse, lasting more than three minutes, was the third longest of this century.

Ron Hochsponer, systems programmer, works with the new IBM 7040-1301 computer in IIT's computer center.

Comp Center

(Continued from page 2)

do be divided into four parts: Operations, Systems, CART, and CASA. Each part is administered separately by four different people of equal rank.

The Assistant Director for operations in Mr. L. R. Gomernick, Operations is concerned with running the business of the Center, namely, operating the computer and peripheral equipment, scheduling runs, billing and accounting, maintaining a stock of supplies, and issuing ID cards.

Mr. Worley in the Assistant Director for Systems. Worley's job is to maintain the standard master and supporting computer programs for the Center, to keep an up-to-date library of programs to inform users of what new programs are available, and to continually adapt the current computer configuration to the needs of the Center's users.

Computer Applications for Research and Teaching (CART) is administered by Dr. H. E. Schmuck. This department is concerned with computer science and business-oriented computer software.

Newman Club Presents Annual Harvest Mixer

Newman Club's annual Harvest Mixer will be held in the HUB ballroom next Friday evening. All IIT students as well as students from morning schools in the area are invited.

Tickets for the dance are to be purchased at the door at a price of $1 for males and 75 cents for females.

Dancing for Beginners

7-9 PM

This course is designed to present the basic steps of all the ballroom dances. Through a careful step-by-step procedure, a couple will have a chance to develop a relaxed and enjoyable dance technique.

Latin American Dancing

8-9 PM

The graceful Latin American dances are probably the most popular among good dancers today. If you know the fox-rot and waltz steps, you can easily learn to tango. In this course you will be taught tango, rumba, and cha-cha-cha as well as being introduced to Latin American dances, such as the Bossa Nova.

Classes meet each Sunday morning October 10th for ten weeks, St. Regis at the Old Market Hotel. Each course $15.00 for couples.

HUB BALLROOM
Illinois Institute of Technology
CA 5-5600 Ext. 2780

1966 COLLEGE GRADUATES

The Inland Steel Company, East Chicago, Indiana, and Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Inc., invite you to investigate our many career opportunities. Consult the specific job descriptions in the pocket of our brochure. Our representatives will be on your campus Thursday, October 14th. Contact Mr. Earl C. Kubelak for an appointment.

INLAND STEEL COMPANY
East Chicago, Indiana

JOSEPH T. RYERSON & SON, INC.
Chicago, Illinois

Equal Opportunity Employers
Parties, Pinning, Pranks—Highlight Activities on Quad and at Carmen

In my inimitable style, I have returned with more scandalous offerings from our Greeks. As it is often said, ladies first. Gamma Mu initiates twelve pledges on Sunday. Down the hall at Kappa Phi Delta, Rose Brewer is pinned to Dick Hoek and Cindy McDonald is pinned to Bill Christianson. Both fellows are Sigma. Tearing the quad, we find a fairly active schedule. At Alpha Sigma Phi, Ed Cooper is pinned to Donna Ginn. The Sigma held a mixer tonight. AAEPhi active Ina Saltzman became involved to Roiene Simon. Alpha Epsilon Pi will also be holding a mixer tonight. Rush was over last night too much for Delta Tau Delta. The Deltas report nothing going on (or off) this week.

Four new Phi Kaps will be initiated tonight. They are Eugene Baker, David Smith, Fred Knosbuck, and Robert Holder. The Phi Kaps will be holding a party tomorrow night after the UI concert.

Phi Kaps Steve Keller and Fred Tolson are engaged to Peg Swenek and Eleanor Rentehn, respectively. Pinning lists, as follows: Paul Morell to Susan Wright, Gerry O'Brien to Chris Preenor, Howie Hemer to Jane Doerrson, and Larry Pacion to Madeline. The news is that we are all making plans for the date or dates in the coming week.

That protector of the Wheaton Building, Pi Kappa Phi, reports several social notes. It almost sounds like Feinste. The party and mixer will be held this week. "Moore" Muraski has become involved to Roiene Simon. Busbey married Alida Sherwood. John Van Ooster is engaged to Barii Breden.

TEP's pledge class is off to a running start. They've thrown their pledge warden, Mike Ten-hove, into the shower daily. The Tereaux (Wheaton) has married Paull Roman. Jerry "Tours" Dillin is Charlotte Wrier's husband. Jeff Gehr married Linda Fries, and Bernie Mayoff married Denise Ray. (Sorry Guy—Johnson signed the bill)

Pinning went as follows: Mike Lieberman to Sandy Levine, Stu Krasin to Dennis Trefz, and pledge Craig Singel to Kim Schwartz. Now that I have made these TEP's paid at me, I'll say goodbye, hop in my XKE, and go home. If I rush, I'll make it to Hollywood in time.

Newman Club

...Continued from page 5

been sent to 22 other girls schools notifying them of the mixer.

This is the seventh Annual Newman Club Harvest Moon mixer. However, according to John Mair, Newman Club correspondent to Technology News, this is the second seventh Harvest Moon mixer. The last one that was to be the sixth was called the seventh by mistake.

Placement

**MONDAY**

1. Reading Company
   Milwaukee, Wisconsin

2. Peck Manufacturing Company
   Chicago, Illinois

3. J. R. Robards
   Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
   Chicago, Illinois

**TUESDAY**

1. Bank of Illinois
   Chicago, Illinois

2. Allstate Insurance
   Rahway, New Jersey

3. W. R. Grace & Company
   New York, New York

4. L. I. R. Railroad Company
   New York, New York

**THURSDAY**

1. Continental Oil Company
   Chicago, Illinois

2. McCowen Aircraft Corporation
   McQuillen, Michigan

3. K. & J. D. T. Renk Manufacturing
   Company

**FRIDAY**

1. Illinois Central Railroad Company
   Chicago, Illinois

2. American Oil Company
   Chicago, Illinois

3. Equity
   Kansas, Oklahoma

4. P. & H. Steel Company
   Steelville, Iowa

5. M. P. Whiteman Company
   (Schedule No. 2)
SAAB Criticises Old Orientation Schedule

by Tom Laffhan

Looking back retrospectively at this past Orientation Week, I feel that this is a good time to criticise it both for efficiency and results. The freshmen I have talked to about O-Week have given me the impression that they were, in general, satisfied with Orientation Week. The chief criticisms were of the form, "Our counsellors meant well. Our counsellors meant well. Why did we have to go to ECP?" "Why did we have to go to the Student Service Center for registration?" This last complaint was not only out of my sphere of influence as SAAB Chairman.

I should state now that I am personally satisfied with the way Orientation Week went. However, this doesn't mean I can't see room for further improvement. I was able to keep contact by questioning one of the Board members in each building, but the late conference meetings meant I had not been able to meet with them for more than twenty minutes.

The schedule on which it was set up worked well, but a rearrangement of events could have enhanced the program. The Ap- prehension to the Activity Fair needs to be reprogrammed. Although a minor part of the Board's responsibility, correct planning involves much effort.

I am not mentioning these complaints out of self-interest. I am just putting in these suggestions which I plan to bring before ITSA.

ITSA President Expresses Views of Student Governing Board's Function

by Don Emond

The beginning of the school year often brings questions such as what IS ITSA and what benefits it is to me. I hope to briefly explain in this article what ITSA is, what it does, and what benefit it can be to you.

ITSA consists of committees and publications, editors and directors, board and commissions, offices and offices and committees. ITSA consists of most of the activity at IT and, most important, ITSA is the student body.

You are all members of ITSA. You make ITSA work.

The range of existing Board's responsibilities is large. The Board is also responsible for the distribution and administration of student activity fees which the Institute allocates ITSA on the basis of $10 per student per semester.

This amount to over $2,500,000 a year, which is dispersed to the standing committees, the school newspaper, the yearbook, the radio station, the Union Board and other organizations

The Board, therefore, strives to initiate new activities, committees, student organizations and programs. Student government should strive to provide the means to train students to deal with people and situations. Thus a big part of the duties of ITSA is to find new ways of involving students in activities.

No one, however, can persuade you to join extra-curricular activities. You are either interested or not.

Rake and Ramblin

As stated last week in an attempt to discover where it is, one must examine all of the parts of the whole. One of these parts is that of interpersonal relationships under the pressures of modernism, composing the New Morality. The New Morality, created by the New Generation—the sophisticated collegians, the Pepsi Generation—is based upon a new freedom of sexual expression and responsibility. Those who are not aware of the extent of interpersonal life is no evidence that the New Morality sees the male as a participant in the freedom of sexual expression and responsibility. The male who sets himself up as a censor of modern morality, sees the New Morality results from and depends upon an increase in promiscuity resulting from the more free and liberal trends toward expression and interaction in the New Generation. It is true that the subject of sex is becoming more open and less taboo, but it must be the entire responsibility of the individual. The more responsible it is, the more it depends upon the realization that from the structure of the human organism, man is a sexual being and incapable of any conceivable act of sexual expression without benefit. Sexual intimacy requires personal responsibility—responsibility that should govern marital relationships. To say this is not to say that premarital intercourse is "unfeminine." Indeed it can be very beautiful. On the other hand, indulgence in sexual activity is not a matter of obligation—that which we are obligated or not obligated to do after a certain number of dates in the same group. Because the capacity of sex was built into man and woman for both pleasure and procreation it cannot be said that sex is for fun and creative. Not only is sex fun, it is also fancy, like the play of a child—freely expressed and creative is also playful and this means that there is no law attached to the intimate relationship between responsible individuals. There are no laws to the game. Anyone who tells you that there are any that are guilty of mistreating sexual freedom is guilty of neglect of the natural law. We should all relax and enjoy the freedom about our sexual activities, thoughts, desires. The most important fact—A loving relationship must exist for a full interpersonal association, but even marriage is not always a guarantee of a proper relationship. I cannot give you rules as to how you should live under the New Morality but can only say that we of the New Generation are free to not respond, to not respond, to not respond, to not respond to others who are not responsive. The Law of LOVE which brings us into the individual himself and not as ruled from society.
Fresh New Comedy Review
"This & That" at Second City
by Caruso D’Righa

Second City has returned to its former level of excellence by realizing that a comedy review can actually become an enjoyable look at our everyday social and political problems.

The review, as an expression of its ideas, has been quite effective, and it manages to project their personalities and ideas on a stage. This is the greatest strength of the show. Sandra Caron's, Director of the Second City Players, feels that he must make a valid attack on the current political happenings. Last year it was Barry Goldwater, and now it is President Johnson. It would not be so bad if the material could not be completely anticipated by looking at the program.

The entire second act is devoted to a musical satire. The word "satire" should not be taken seriously, however. This is not a criticism but a warning to anyone.

"The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table"

Aside from the fact that the heat is turned on at the campus on the eighteenth of September, there have been the best of intentions at the start of the fall season in the frequency with which the "Trout" and "Zevron" make their rather obvious appearances in the conversations we are bound to overhear. Even after all the years which we have known these terms, we find it hard to believe that the numbers of these two groups, fraternity men and dormitory residents, are still carrying on a cold war with one another.

We have never really been able to comprehend why at the mere mention of the word "dorm" a fraternity man will use language most unbecoming a gentleman. It is equally difficult for us to understand how a resident of the dorms can begin to foam at the mouth if the word "fraternity" should somehow find its way into a conversation.

One of the most disturbing aspects of this manifestation is that no matter how often or in what context the word is used, the foaming action will most assuredly take place. We are surprised that the other participants in this drama, the fraternity men, are never at a loss for words when they try to express themselves when leveling a verbal barrage against the dormitory system or the residents of said dormitories.

It is in the interests of the public good and, if we might presume to be so bold, in the public safety that we suggest to the administration of this university, i.e., Illinois Institute of Technology, that they embark upon a program of determining equal facilities for the members of the factions in question. It is our hope that the administration of the university will do everything possible to eliminate this seemingly perplexing problem.

Firstly, great care should be exercised in the planning stages of any new residence halls that are to be constructed. The construction should be such that the residents of both sides can enjoy their facilities without feeling that they are being subjected to a constant barrage of verbal abuse.

Secondly, the administration should consider the possibility of establishing a common area where students from both sides can meet and discuss their differences in an environment that is conducive to understanding and cooperation.

This is not to say that there is no place for humor in these discussions. Far from it. The administration should consider the possibility of establishing a common area where students from both sides can meet and discuss their differences in an environment that is conducive to understanding and cooperation.

Finally, the administration should consider the possibility of establishing a common area where students from both sides can meet and discuss their differences in an environment that is conducive to understanding and cooperation.

You can date for less in Lee Leens.
With the authority of the Leen...
- Second City
(Continued from page 6)
Robin, and falls in love with Lois Lane.
It seems that Sandra Carr is in the
heart of the second act. Her presence
seems to raise everything, except David Pasken above
himself. David Pasken was
scorned with the terribly difficult
draw of the Joker. As was the
superhuman comic book
merely real, the Joker is a
distinctly inhuman aspect of the
tales which would be difficult to
tell. The movie was written and
played by William Mathis who
has been with Second City from
tah. He has stripped himself and I am sure will now
difficulty matching the score for
"The Superman and I."
It was a pleasant experience to
see Second City return to a more
light-hearted bill of fare. It is
to the contrary against the produc-
tion of serious satire in a comical
way, but the vehicle of comedy
review is a difficult one to use.

- Comp Dance
(Continued from page 1)
The one dollar admission should be sent in with the questionnaire.
In case more than 600 people apply, the latter applications will be
removed in the second envelope with the dollar refund. This is
likely, because of the results of the interest survey that was
in the HUB during registration showed more than 600 interested
people.

Swingline Puzzlements
[1] Divide 30 by ½
[2] You have a TOT
Your answers:
If you have a TOT
It is:
Staple eight
10-page reports or 31 memos to a bulletin board.
How old is the owner of
20c
This is the
Swingline Tot Stapler

AFROTC Unit New Capt. Stockard Chief

The latest appointment of the
AFROTC faculty in Captain
Stockard, Commanding Officer of
the Air Force Cadets. Captain
Stockard is a graduate of the
civil engineering department of
the University of California.

Stockard interrupted his studies to
serve as a navigation bomber
during the Korean Con-

Still Looking for that Book?
Then Come to Follett's
GOOD USED BOOKS

Plus: Used & New Slide Rules
Including: Post, Dietzhen,
K & E, Pickett from ... $2.50

School Supplies (Pens, Pencils, Paper,
Erasers, etc.)
Brief Bags from .... $5.95

New & Used Dictionaries, Outlines
(Including Schaums), Paperbacks
Let Us Help You Save Money On Your Book Bill

FOLLETTS BOOKSTORE
324 S. WARASH
HA. 7-2614 - 15
Store Hours During School Rush
9 A.M. to 8 P.M. (Except Sat. 5 P.M.)
We Pay More Cash Year "Round For Books"
Technology Sports

Sports Eye

HUB Tourney To Decide '65 Bowling Squad

This week Union Board along with Bob Bub, Hub Rez Room director, announced the beginning of "Tourament of the Month" bowling.

Highest tournament scores each month will be asked to represent Tech in league competition. The five men with the highest yearly averages will represent IIT in the tournament to be held next spring.

IF. sports manager Bill Blakeball announced that the first and second singles matches of the IT finals tournament will be played this Sunday. Action is scheduled to get under way at 12 noon at Grant Park.

This new method of selecting Tech's bowling team should ensure us of fielding the best and most interesting team. This year's hopes will have to compete with Rich Bollin, Bob Durns, and Dave Depick, last year's varsity regulars.

Blakeball announced that a special rate of four games for $1.25 would be in effect for tournament participants. Competition will take place from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and scoring will be recorded only on a monthly basis.

Students Urged to Support IIT Teams

by Dave Smith

There is going to be a new gym at Tech. When construction of the new facility begins next month, even the most skeptical of the student body will become believers.

Our thanks must go to Mr. Keeling who has made this possible. But we also must give credit to "noisy" Wessman, our athletic director, who has campaigned so long and so hard for this new gym.

For many years Sonny has kept sketches in his files and plans in his mind to present to anyone who might be interested.

But what of the student body? Those of us who have attended the basketball games, only to sit behind a post and complain for forty minutes, will suddenly find those posts vanished. Perhaps you will enjoy what we see. Let's hope you do and start demanding the Techawks to win. There is no greater moral booster than the feeling that you must win for someone who knows you and expects it.

What of the athletes? We know you cannot develop pride or a winning spirit playing for an unknown student body in a temporary gym which is some twenty years old. But with both of these headed for obscurity, why can't we expect more of you and know that we will get it?

What of our athletic director and his staff? Each will become a prince in a new castle. And deservedly so. We sincerely hope that the entire athletic department will be around to enjoy the forthcoming facilities as long as they have been hampered with the present ones.

And what of this year? All of us must contact with the posts and the present facilities for at least another year. This cannot now be used as an excuse. We must support our athletic program to the hilt.

We have been crying for a new gym for years. With it on the way, the student body, the athletes, and the athletic department must all work to show the administration we need and deserve the new gym.

Bob Nelson Motors

Presents

Honda

world's biggest seller!

Order NOW FOR EARLIEST DELIVERY of 1965 MODELS

Bob Nelson Motors

6052 or 6136 So. Cottage Grove

Midway 5-5500

Singing goes better refreshed.
And Coca-Cola — with that special zing but never too sweet — refreshes best.